!12th Congress
1st Session

H. Res.

H.R. 754- Intelligence Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 2011

1.
2.

Structured rule.
Provides one hour of general debate equally divided and controlled by the
chair and ranking minority member of the Permanent Select Committee
on Intelligence.
3. Waives all points of order against consideration of the bill.
4. Provides that the amendment in the nature of a substitute recommended
by the Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence shall be considered as
an original bill for the purpose of amendment and shall be considered as
read.
5. Waives all points of order against the committee amendment in the nature
of a substitute.
6. . Makes in order only those amendments printed in the Rules Committee
report accompanying the resolution. Provides that each such amendment
may be offered only in the order printed in the report, may be offered only
by a Member designated in the report, shall be considered as read, shall
be debatable for the time specified in the report equally divided and
controlled by the proponent and an opponent, shall not be subject to
amendment, and shall not be subject to a demand for division of the
question.
7. Waives all points of order against the amendments printed in the report.
8. Provides one motion to recommit with or without instructions.

RESOLUTION
Resolved, That at any time after the adoption of this resolution the Speaker
may, pursuant to clause 2(b) of rule XVIII, declare the House resolved into the
Committee of the Whole House on the state of the Union for consideration of the bill

(H.R. 754) to authorize appropriations for fiscal year 2011 for intelligence and
intelligence-related activities of the United States Government, the Community
Management Account, and the Central Intelligence Agency Retirement and
Disability System, and for other purposes. The first reading of the bill shall be
dispensed with. All points of order against consideration of the bill are waived.
General debate shall be confined to the bill and shall not exceed one hour equally
divided and controlled by the chair and ranking minority member of the Permanent
Select Committee on Intelligence. After general debate the bill shall be considered
for amendment under the five-minute rule. It shall be in order to consider as an
original bill for the purpose of amendment under the five-minute rule the
amendment in the nature of a substitute recommended by the Permanent Select
Committee on Intelligence now printed in the bill. The committee amendment in the
nature of a substitute shall be considered as read. All points of order against the
committee amendment in the nature of a substitute are waived. No amendment to
the committee amendment in the nature of a substitute shall be in order except
those printed in the report of the Committee on Rules accompanying this resolution.
Each such amendment may be offered only in the order printed in the report, may be
offered only by a Member designated in the report, shall be considered as read, shall
be debatable for the time specified in the report equally divided and controlled by the
proponent and an opponent, shall not be subject to amendment, and shall not be
subject to a demand for division of the question in the House or in the Committee of
the Whole. All points of order against such amendments are waived. At the
conclusion of consideration of the bill for amendment the Committee shall rise and
report the bill to the House with such amendments as may have been adopted. Any
Member may demand a separate vote in the House on any amendment adopted in
the Committee of the Whole to the bill or to the committee amendment in the nature
of a substitute. The previous question shall be considered as ordered on the bill and
amendments thereto to final passage without intervening motion except one motion
to recommit with or without instructions.

AMENDMENTS PROPOSED TO BE MADE IN ORDER

Sponsor

# Description

Debate Time

1. Rogers, Mike
(MI)

#21 MANAGER'S AMENDMENT Would clarify that Section (10 minutes)
411 of the bill, which provides certain authorities for
Defense Intelligence Agency Expenditures, applies only to
National Intelligence Program funds. Would also strikes
Section 412 of the reported bill, providing for the
establishment of certain transfer accounts for intelligence
funds.

2. Barrow (GA)

#2 Would task the Director ofNational Intelligence with
(10 minutes)
creating a pilot grant program for Historically Black
Colleges and Universities to assist in creating and
maintaining academic curricula that teach advanced
critical foreign languages, and for study abroad programs.
Amendment aims to help intelligence community meet
strategic, diversity and critical language goals.

3. Dent (PA)

#17 Would require the Director ofNational Intelligence and
(10 minutes)
the Director of the CIA within 90 days of enactment of
this Act to submit to the congressional intelligence
committees all information possessed by the DNI and the
CIA relating to the pursuit and targeting of Anwar alAwlaki by the Federal Government, as well as an analysis
of the legal impediments to pursuing the capture of Anwar
al-Awlaki.

4. Welch (VT)

#8 Would instruct the Director of National Intelligence to
(1 0 minutes)
create and implement guidelines for the use of contractors.

5. Gibson (NY)

#1 Would require the Director ofNational Intelligence to
submit to Congress a report containing recommendations
the Director considers appropriate for consolidating the
intelligence community.

(10 minutes)

6. Waters (CA)

#19 (REVISED) Would require, within 180 days after
enactment, the Inspector General ofthe Intelligence
Community to submit to Congress a report on the degree
to which racial and ethnic minorities in the United States
are employed in professional positions in the intelligence

(10 minutes)

community and barriers to the recruitment and retention of
additional racial and ethnic minorities in these positions.
7. Hinchey (NY)

#10 Would require the Director of National Intelligence (DNI) (10 minutes)
to report to the House and Senate Intelligence panels on
information it has regarding the human rights violations of
the military government in Argentina that resulted in
30,000 disappearances between the mid-1970's and mid1980's. The amendment also seeks to help shed light on
the unknown fate of hundreds of Argentine children who
were born in captivity and distributed to members of the
Argentine security forces.

8. Carney (DE)

#9 (REVISED) Would establish the sense of Congress that
(10 minutes)
railway transportation should be included in transportation
security plans for intelligence agencies.

9. Grimm (NY),
Reed (NY)

#22 (LATE) Would commend the United States intelligence
community for their successful operation in bringing
Osama bin Laden to justice and their continued efforts
against al Qaeda. It is based on Senate Resolution 159,
which passed the Senate 97 to 0.

(30 minutes)

